
DIC: THROMBO-HAEMORRHAGIC CONSUMPTIVE DISORDER THGD?
JP Pretorius

Everything that bleeds is not DIC

It is a very lazy approach to consider DIC as the cause for every bleeding episode in
critically ill surgical patients. Coagulopathies are common in the surgical intensive
care unit. ln the latest edition of Sabiston, in the chapter on haematologic principles
in surgery, the three clinical syndromes that occur most commonly with abnormal
bleeding are discussed.

- Massive transfusion / dilutional coagulopathy
- Hepatic failure
- Dtc

ln the patient sustaining extensive injuries or severe sepsis, especially when
associated with massive transfusion, bleeding may be due to platelet dysfunction due
to hypothermia and acidosis or a specific clotting factor deficiency rather than DIC

Clinical conditions that may be associated with thrombo-haemorrhagic consumptive
disorder:

Sepsis / severe infection (any microorganism)
Malignancy

Myeloproliferative / lym phoproliferative malig nancies
Solid tumours

Trauma (polytrauma, neurotrauma, fat embolism)
Obstetric calamities

Amniotic fluid embolism
Abruptio placentae

Organ destruction (eg severe pancreatitis)
Severe toxic or immunologic reactions

Snake bites
Recreational drugs
Transfusion reactions
Transplant rejections

Vascular abnormalities
Kasabach-Merritt syndrome
Large vascular aneurisms

Severe hepatic failure

My comments will cover the recent shift in emphasis, based on three aspects of this
syndrome:

- Diagnostic criteria
- Pathogenesis
- Treatment

1. Diagnostic criteria
Bick describes DIC as a catastrophic syndrome that spans all areas of medicine and
presents a broad clinical spectrum that is confusing to many. lt was originally called
"consumptive coagulopathy". According to Bick this is not a proper description as
very little is consumed in DlC. Most factors and plasma constituents are plasmin-
biodegraded. The terminology then shifted to "defibrination" syndrome. ln 1996 the
contemporary term was disseminated intravascular coagulation - this is still used



today. Based on new information it is now time to once again consider a name
shift - to "thrombo-haemorrhagic consumptive disorder"

DIC clinically presents as a disease continuum ranging from low-grade
compensated-, to fulminant DIC with bleeding, to secondary fibrinolysis as the last
stage of DlC.
Bick in 1996 already stated that clinicians are repeatedly misguided by appreciating
only the haemorrhage evolving in DIC patients, as this is the most obvious physical
finding observed during clinical assessment.
Plasmin is directly fibrinolytic - but it seems that consumption of factors also
plays an important role in the progress to haemorrhage.
Circulating plasmin is certainly active at the same time as intravascular thrombosis,
leading to increased degradation of coagulation proteins and protease inhibitors - we
measure this as FDP's. Ongoing activation of the coagulation system, impaired
synthesis and exhaustion of factors and platelets all contribute to profuse bleeding
from various sites.
Never the less, Levi states that major bleeding occurs in only a minority of patients
with DlC. Recent studies showed severe bleeding due to DIC in 5 -12o/o of patients
with severe sepsis. lt was also shown that patients with a platelet count of <50 x
10e/L have a 4 - 5 fold higher risk of bleeding.

From experimental and clinical studies we today know that during DlC, the fibrinolytic
system (as well as the natural anticoagulant pathways, AT lll, Protein C and tissue
factor pathway inhibitor TFPI) are largely suppressed at the time of maximal
activation of coagulation. The inhibition of fibrinolysis is caused by a sustained rise in
the plasma level of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAl-1) which is the principal
inhibitor of the fibrinolytic system.

During DIC various mechanisms at different sites in the haemostatic system act
simultaneously in promoting a procoagulant state. Because of the dysfunctioning
natural anticoagulant pathways, the potent activation of coagulation by tissue factor
(TF) can be propagated without opposition.
The emphasis is thus shifted form fibrinolytic activation (Bick 1996) to
suppression of the fibrinolytic system but this does not mean that circulating
plasmin does not degrade intravascular fibrin thrombi.
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Fig'1' Pathogenetic pathways involved ln the activation of coagrrlation in sepsis. During sepsis, both perturbed
endothelial cells and activated mononuclear cells may produce ploinflammatory cytokines that mediate coagu-lation activation. Activation of coagulation is initiatei by tissue iu,rtor. 
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Fig. 2. The three important
physiologic antiocoagulant
mechanisms and their points
of impact in the coagulation
system. ln sepsis, these mecha-
nisms are impaired by various
mechanisms (thick arrows).
The protein C system is dys-
functional because of low
levels of zymogen protein C,

down-regulation of thrombo'
modulin and the endothelial
protein C receptor, and low
levels of free protein S due to
acute phase-induced hiqh
levels of its binding protein
(ie, C4b-binding protein).
There is a relative insuff iciency
of the endothelial cell-associ-
ated tissue factor pathway in-
hibitor. The antithrombin
system i5 defective because oJ
low levels of antithrombin
and impaired glycosaminogly-
can expression on perturbed
endothelial cells.
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2. Pathogenesis
Bick also stated in 1996 that the substantial microvascular thrombosis and large
vessel thrombosis that occur are of greater importance than bleeding and lead to
irreversible end-organ damage. The emphasis today falls on generation of
thrombin in the systemic circulation based on tissue factor-mediated initiation
of systemic coagulation activation rather than bleeding.

There is sufficient evidence today that activation of coagulation has an important
pathogenetic role in the development of organ failure. Many organs show fibrin
deposition at pathologic examination and the presence of intravascular thrombi
seems to be clearly related to the clinical dysfunction of the organs. This has also
been shown in post mortem studies. DIC has been shown to be an independent and
relatively strong predictor of organ dysfunction and mortality in patients with severe
trauma and sepsis. Much more common than bleeding then, is the occurrence of
organ failure - this is another shift in emphasis.

Critically ill patients often have systemic activation of both coagulation and
inflammatory systems. This involves the vascular endothelium intensely. lt seems
that there is considerable cross talk between natural or physiological anticoagulant
pathways and inflammatory mediators - hereby inflammation leads to activation of
coagulation and coagulation considerably affects inflammatory activity, resulting in
microvascular failure and subsequent multiple organ failure. Activation of the
coagulation system and ensuing thrombin generation is specifically dependent on an
interleukin-6 expression of tissue factor on activated mononuclear cells and
endothelial cells and is insufficiently counteracted by tissue factor pathway inhibitor.
Simultaneously the endothelial -bound physiological anticoagulant mechanisms (AT
lll, Prot C) are shut off by proinflammatory cytokines. The role of this coagulation-
endothelium-inflammation interrelationship in the pathogenesis of DlG, is also
a shift in emphasis.

The pathogenesis of thrombo-haemorrhagic consumptive disorder can then be
summarized by:

- Tissue factor initiation of coagulation that is...
- lnsufficiently contained by natural anticoagulant pathways...
- And impaired endogenous fibrinolysis

3) Treatment
Key to the treatment of THCD is the specific and vigorous management of the
underlying disorder. Supportive treatment of THCD may be aimed at;- Replacement of platelets and coagulation factors

- Anticoagulanttreatment
- Restoration of anticoagulant pathways

Plasma or platelet substitution therapy should not be instituted on the basis of
laboratory results alone. lt is only indicated in patients with active bleeding and in
those requiring an invasive procedure or othenvise at risk for major bleeding.
Random administration of blood products, especially those containing fibrinogen may
exacerbate the syndrome.

Specific factor deficiencies such as fibrinogen, can be corrected with purified
coagulation factor concentrates. Administration of anticoagulants both exogenous
and natural or endogenous compounds are sub judice.
Based on the notion that THCD is characterised by extensive activation of
coagulation, anticoagulant treatment may be a rational approach. lndeed
experimental and clinical studies have shown that heparin can at least partly inhibit



the activation of coagulation in THCD. lt is questionable whether heparin should be
stopped in patients with THCD and abnormal coagulation variables. We suspect that
the anxiety about heparin therapy in the past revolves around too large doses.
ln the literature there is evidence from various authors such as Parker and also
Coleman supporting low dose heparin in THCD. This implies a suggested bolus of
Z5Ulkg, followed by 5 - 10 U/kg/hr. This is an attempt to limit the thromboplastic
onslaught causing clotting in the capillaries with consumption of platelets and
coagulation factors. The dose problem can be addressed through heparin titration
aided by thrombelastographic (TEG) transfer testing. This enables titration to the
nearest 50 units of UFH per hour.
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MIN]DOSE HEPARIN TITR/ATION
BY MEANS OF

THE TEG TRANSFER TEST
CONSUM PTION COAG U LOPI\THY

FULMINATING ULCERATIVE COLITIS
MULTIPLE ABSCESSES & FISTULAE

The intention with the TEG transfer test is to identify when the tromboplastic activity
is sufficiently controlled by heparin administration. The TEG transfer test which is
carried out on citrated platelet-rich plasma, is used to identify procoagulant or
thromboplastic activity. The r-value of control isogroup plasma is compared with the
r-value of a mixture of equal parts of the control plasma and of the patient's plasma.
The result is given by the ratio:

r-mixture / r-control
Normal values are between 1 and 1.5. Low values indicate procoagulant activity in
the patient's blood. A value above 1.5 indicates the presence of a circulating
anticoagulant like heparin. Repeating the test after every dose adjustment provides a
rapid method for control of therapy in THCD. Careful monitoring of heparin therapy is
mandatory in these patients. ln a series of 14 patients Franz found that the heparin
dose varied from 350 - 1000 U/hr. administered as a continuous infusion. Bleeding
was controlled within 2 - 3 hours of achieving TEG isocoagulability. As soon as
procoagulant activity is controlled, replacement of consumed clotting factors may
commence safely.

Lastly, prohaemostatic drugs like Epsilon-aminocaproic acid should not be used
indiscriminately in patients with THCD. lt should only be considered after proving
secondary fibrinolysis - the TEG can again be very useful to achieve this.
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